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ABSTRACT
Whereas the ‘‘vertical’’ elements of the insect olfactory

pathway, the olfactory receptor neurons and the projec-

tion neurons, have been studied in great detail, local

interneurons providing ‘‘horizontal’’ connections in the

antennal lobe were ignored for a long time. Recent

studies in adult Drosophila demonstrate diverse roles

for these neurons in the integration of odor information,

consistent with the identification of a large variety of

anatomical and neurochemical subtypes. Here we focus

on the larval olfactory circuit of Drosophila, which is

much reduced in terms of cell numbers. We show that

the horizontal connectivity in the larval antennal lobe

differs largely from its adult counterpart. Only one of

the five anatomical types of neurons we describe is re-

stricted to the antennal lobe and therefore fits the defi-

nition of a local interneuron. Interestingly, the four

remaining subtypes innervate both the antennal lobe

and the suboesophageal ganglion. In the latter, they

may overlap with primary gustatory terminals and with

arborizations of hugin cells, which are involved in feed-

ing control. This circuitry suggests special links

between smell and taste, which may reflect the chemo-

sensory constraints of a crawling and burrowing life-

style. We also demonstrate that many of the neurons

we describe exhibit highly variable trajectories and

arborizations, especially in the suboesophageal gan-

glion. Together with reports from adult Drosophila,

these data suggest that wiring variability may be

another principle of insect brain organization, in parallel

with stereotypy.
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The olfactory pathway of Drosophila and other insects

typically comprises three major cellular elements: olfac-

tory receptor neurons (ORNs), which transmit odor sig-

nals from the periphery to the antennal lobe (AL); local

interneurons, which provide horizontal connections inside

the AL; and projection neurons (PNs), which pass the

processed information from the AL on to higher olfactory

centers, i.e., the mushroom body and the lateral horn.

Given the genetic tractability of the fly brain and its sim-

plicity in terms of cell numbers, the molecular circuitry of

ORNs and PNs has been dissected to a remarkable

degree (for review, see Vosshall and Stocker, 2007). In

contrast, local interneurons have only recently become a

focus of interest. The dominant class of local interneur-

ons, which are c-aminobutyric acid (GABA)ergic and in-

hibitory, were reported to enhance neural representations

of discrete odors (Wilson and Laurent, 2005), to be

involved in olfactory gain control (Olsen and Wilson,

2008), and/or to mediate oscillatory synchronization of

PNs (Tanaka et al., 2009). A newly identified class of cho-

linergic local interneurons was shown to establish excita-

tory connections, whose major purpose may be to boost

PN signals (Olsen et al., 2007; Root et al., 2007; Shang

et al., 2007).

Local interneurons in Drosophila were initially consid-

ered to be anatomically rather uniform, innervating most

if not all glomeruli of the AL. However, various other types

displaying heterogeneous AL innervation have been

described since 2005 (Wilson and Laurent, 2005; Das

et al., 2008; Lai et al., 2008; Okada et al., 2009). A recent

report demonstrated surprising cell-type diversity and
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wiring variability of these neurons in the adult AL (Chou

et al., 2010), challenging the prevailing idea that insect

brains are entirely or at least predominantly hardwired.

Nevertheless, all types of newly identified neurons arbor-

ized exclusively in the AL, complying with the definition of

local interneurons.

Here we focus on interneurons of the larval AL. The

larval olfactory pathway has become a particularly attrac-

tive model system as it shares the basic design of the

adult pathway but comprises only 21 ORNs and not many

more PNs (Python and Stocker, 2002a; Masuda-Naka-

gawa et al., 2005, 2009; Ramaekers et al., 2005).

We address two key questions: 1) are larval AL inter-

neurons homologous to those identified in the adult, and

2) does their connectivity also reveal an unusually high

degree of variability? Analyzing single-cell clones in three

GAL4 driver lines allowed us to identify anatomically dis-

tinct subtypes of neurons in the larval AL that were nei-

ther ORNs nor PNs. Only one of them was a genuine local

interneuron, whereas the remaining subtypes also inner-

vated the SOG and—in one case—additionally a subregion

of the mushroom body lobes. For most of the cell types

reported from the adult AL (Das et al., 2008; Chou et al.,

2010), we did not detect equivalents in the larval AL.

Hence, the cellular composition of adult and larval ALs

appears to be largely different. However, similar to the

adult situation, we found a high degree of arborization

variability in the larval neurons, in particular with respect

to SOG patterns.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fly strains and fly breeding
For screening of GAL4 expression patterns, we crossed

males of the GAL4 lines C739 (Yang et al., 1995), GH146

(Stocker et al., 1997; Heimbeck et al., 2001), GH298

(Stocker et al., 1997), H24 (Martin et al., 1998), HB4-93

and HB8-145 (both from U. Heberlein; Chou et al., 2010),

Krasavietz-GAL4 (Shang et al., 2007), LCCH3 (J. Simpson;

Chou et al., 2010), Nan-GAL4 (Kim et al., 2003), NP0385,

NP1227, NP1612, NP2426, NP3056, and NP6277 (all

from the NP Consortium, Japan), OK107 (Lee et al.,

1999), and 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80 (Osborne et al.,

1997; Python and Stocker, 2002a; Krashes et al., 2007)

with virgin females of the two reporter lines UAS-

mCD8::GFP (Bloomington Stock Center, Bloomington, IN)

or UAS-Cameleon 2.1 (UAS-Cam; Diegelmann et al.,

2002). For inducing single-cell clones, males of 189Y-

GAL4; mb247-GAL80, NP2426-GAL4, NP3056-GAL4, or

GH146-GAL4 were crossed with virgin females of the re-

sponder line hsFLP; CyO/SP; UAS>yþCD2>pCD8::GFP
(WoNg et al., 2002).

To identify pre- and postsynaptic sites of neurons,

males of 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80, NP2426-GAL4, and

NP3056-GAL4 were crossed with virgin females of the re-

sponder lines UAS-nsyb::GFP (Ito et al., 1998) and UAS-

Dscam 17.1::GFP (Wang et al., 2004a). Co-localization

analysis of 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80, NP2426-GAL4,

and NP3056-GAL4 was done by crossing males of these

three lines with either hug::YFP; UAS-CD2 or GR66a::GFP;

UAS-CD2 virgin females (Bader et al., 2007; Colomb

et al., 2007).

Flies were raised at either 18�C (for clone analysis) or

25�C (all other experiments) on standardized cornmeal

medium containing yeast.

Clone induction
Clones were induced by activating FLP recombinase

via a heat shock (37�C) of 18–19 minutes’ duration,

applied at variable times from 48 to 96 hours after egg

laying. Larvae were then allowed to continue develop-

ment at 18�C.

Dissection, immunohistochemistry, and
confocal microscopy
Feeding third instar larvae (L3) were dissected in phos-

phate-buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.2). The CNS was fixed

for 25–30 minutes at room temperature (RT) in 3.7–4%

paraformaldehyde (PA) in PBST (PBS containing 3% Triton-

X 100; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Specimens were

then rinsed 3X 15 minutes and an extra 2 hours in PBST

at RT and preincubated at RT with 3–5% normal goat se-

rum (NGS; Vector, Burlingame, CA) in PBST for 1–2 hours.

As primary antibodies we used for all stages rabbit or

sheep polyclonal serum against green fluorescent protein

(rabbit a-GFP; Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, cat.

#A6455; 1:1,000; sheep a-GFP; Serotec, Bicester, UK,
cat. #4745-1051; 1:1,000) and mouse anti-Discs-Large

PDZ2 domain (a-DLG; Developmental Studies Hybridoma
Bank [DSHB], Iowa City, IA, 4F3; IA; 1:20), the latter for

visualizing the AL neuropil. In experiments aimed at neu-

rotransmitter identification, we used mouse anti-choline

acetyltransferase (a-ChAT; DSHB, 4B1, IA; 1:200) in com-
bination with rat anti-CD8 (a-CD8; Caltag, South San

Francisco, CA, cat. #RM2200; 1:200), rabbit anti-GABA

(a-GABA; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, cat. #A2052, 1:500), or
sheep a-GFP (see above). For co-localization with gusta-

tory and hugin-positive neurons, we used rabbit a-GFP
(see above) and mouse anti-CD2 (Serotec, cat.

#MCA154R; 1:200).

All antibodies were diluted in 3% NGS in PBST. After

overnight incubation at 4�C with the primary antibodies,

brains were rinsed 3X 15 minutes and 2 hours in PBST

before being incubated for another night with secondary
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antibodies at 4�C. As secondary antibodies (all from Mo-

lecular Probes; diluted 1:200 in PBST containing 3%

NGS), we used goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (cat.

#A11008) and goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 647 (cat.

#A21235). For neurotransmitter identification, we addi-

tionally applied goat anti-rat IgG Alexa Fluor 488

(cat. #A11006), donkey anti-sheep IgG Alexa Fluor 488

(cat. #A11015), and goat anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 568

(cat. #A11011). For co-localization analysis we used goat

anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (see above) and goat anti-

mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 647 (see above). After four to six

rinses of 15 minutes in PBS, preparations were mounted

in 50% glycerol in PBS or Vectashield (Vector) and viewed

on a Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope.

Optical sections were taken at intervals of 1 lm with

10� 20�, or 63� glycerol objectives. Image analysis

was performed with Image-J (NIH) software, and data

were further processed with Photoshop (Adobe Systems,

San Jose, CA). Curves (input to output options) were read-

justed for each color independently but always on the

whole picture by using Image-J. The intensity of nonspe-

cific background staining was lowered by using the ‘‘dust

and scratches’’ filter with Photoshop.

Antibody characterization
Anti-GFP
Rabbit anti-GFP and sheep anti-GFP are regularly used

for studies on Drosophila and zebrafish, (Thum et al.,

2006; Collins et al., 2010). They recognize the ectopically

expressed GFP protein, as demonstrated by the absence

of labeling in wild-type brains respectively (data not

shown).

Anti-DLG
Anti-Discs large (DLG; antibody 4F3 from DSHB) labels

larval neuromuscular junctions (NMJs) in a pattern

(Parnas et al., 2001) that is similar to that of a polyclonal

anti-DLG widely used to label the Drosophila larval NMJ;

mutant dlg larvae exhibit altered expression of the latter

and striking changes in NMJ structure (Lahey et al., 1994).

Anti-ChATB1
DChAT (Drosophila choline acetyltransferase) is the

synthetic enzyme for acetylcholine and thus a marker for

neurons with a cholinergic phenotype. The antibody was

shown to react with a single band at a position of approxi-

mately 80 kDa in crude fly head samples (Takagawa and

Salvaterra, 1996).

Anti-CD8 a
Rat anti-mouse CD8a-subunit antibody recognizes spe-

cifically the ectopically expressed CD8 protein in Dro-

sophila as demonstrated in a study focusing on the adult

mushroom body (Tanaka et al., 2008). No labeling was

seen in our preparations when rat anti-mouse CD8a anti-

body was used as the primary antibody for the larval

brains unless the GAL4 drove expression of mCD8::GFP.

Anti-GABA
To detect the presence of GABA immunoreactivity, we

used a polyclonal antibody from rabbit. Rabbit anti-GABA

shows positive binding with GABA in a dot blot assay and

negative binding with bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma

data sheet). The GABA antibody has been extensively

used in amphibians (Bachy and Retaux, 2006; Moreno

and Gonzalez, 2007) and was also used in a recent study

in adult Drosophila to describe the morphology of GABA-

immunoreactive local interneurons in the AL (Seki et al.,

2010), thereby demonstrating specificity for GABAergic

interneurons in the antennal lobe of Drosophila, similar to

our analysis on the same type of neuron in the same spe-

cies at the larval stage. Even Larkin et al. (2010), also

using rabbit anti-GABA, showed a similar pattern of

GABA-positive neurons within the larval antennal lobe in

comparison with our study.

Anti-CD2
Anti-CD2 was raised in mouse and was shown to recog-

nize the rat CD2 cell surface antigen, a 50–54-kDa glyco-

protein expressed by thymocytes and mature T cells

(Whiteland et al., 1995). This antibody recognizes the

ectopically expressed CD2 protein as demonstrated by

the absence of labeling in wild-type brains (Bader et al.,

2007). No labeling was seen in our preparations when

mouse anti-rat CD2 was used as the primary antibody for

the larval brains unless the GAL4 drove expression of

CD2. More details on each antibody are given in Table 1.

RESULTS

Expression patterns of 16 candidate
interneuron-specific GAL4 lines in the larval
antennal lobe
To identify neurons in the larval AL, we crossed 16 can-

didate GAL4 lines (see Materials and Methods), many of

which were reported to label local interneurons in the

adult AL (Chou et al., 2010) to UAS-Cameleon 2.1 (Cam;

Diegelmann et al., 2002), whose expression was studied

by applying an antibody against GFP. Anti-Dlg staining

was used to visualize the larval AL and other prominent

landmarks as described before (Masuda-Nakagawa et al.,

2005). In most of these lines, expression was seen in vari-

ous regions of the central nervous system (CNS), such as

central brain, optic lobes, mushroom bodies, tritocere-

bral/suboesophageal area (for simplicity called subeso-

phageal ganglion [SOG] hereafter) or ventral nerve cord.
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H24, HB8-145, LCCH3, Nan-GAL4, and NP1227 did not

label any intrinsic neurons of the larval AL, but the

remaining lines showed distinct expression in such neu-

rons (Fig. 1). Three lines that were chosen for single-cell

analysis, 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80, NP2426-GAL4, and

NP3056-GAL4 are described in detail below. NP1612,

Krasavietz-GAL4, and OK107 labeled variable numbers of

neurons that densely innervated the entire AL. The cell

bodies of most of these neurons were located ventrolat-

eral of the AL, but in Krasavietz-GAL4 a few of them

formed a dorsolateral cluster.

The neurons visualized by HB4-93 and NP0385

belonged to the same two clusters, with a relatively stron-

ger contribution of dorsolateral neurons. In contrast to

the former lines, the AL neurons labeled by these two

lines established sparse innervation in the AL but massive

arborizations in the SOG. C739, GH298, and NP6277 all

showed expression in large numbers of cells situated

around the lateral edge of the AL. Many of them estab-

lished arborizations in the AL, but others were probably

unrelated to the AL.

Interneurons in the larval antennal lobe
revealed by 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80,
NP2426-GAL4, and NP3056-GAL4: patterns,
neurotransmitter identities, and larval
development
The neurons studied here displayed many of the ana-

tomical properties of AL local interneurons. However,

nearly all of them established extra arborizations in the

SOG or even in higher brain centers. Moreover, because

the border between the AL and the adjacent SOG is ill

defined, a rigorous distinction between neurons re-

stricted to the AL and those establishing additional arbors

in the SOG was often not possible. Consequently, we

chose the neutral term antennal lobe neurons (ALNs) in

the following description.

Evidence from 15 ALs showed that the first of three

lines studied in detail, 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80; UAS-

Cam, labeled five to six ALNs (Fig. 2A). We used UAS-

Cam in our study as it provides two binding sites for the

GFP antibody and therefore leads to an increased fluores-

cence (see also Selcho et al., 2009). The ALN cell bodies

were located ventrolateral of the AL, either close to it (in

one to two ALNs) or at some distance (for most ALNs).

Arborizations were essentially restricted to the AL,

although many preparations displayed a weak innervation

in the adjacent SOG. Judged from the total pattern, the

AL neuropil appeared to be homogeneously innervated

(Fig. 2A).

The expression pattern of the second line, NP2426-

GAL4; UAS-Cam (11 ALs analyzed), included two clusters

of strongly labeled ALNs, comprising a total of about six

to eight neurons (Fig. 2B). Two to three of them had their

cell bodies located ventrolateral of the AL (similar to most

of the 189Y-ALNs), whereas four to five additional ALNs

belonged to a dorsolateral cell cluster. The NP2426-GAL4

pattern revealed strong arborizations in both AL and SOG

(Fig. 2B) and weaker branching in parts of the MBs (not

shown). The third line, NP3056-GAL4 (six ALs studied),

showed expression either in a single ventrolateral and a

single dorsolateral ALN (Fig. 2C) or in two dorsolateral

ALNs (not shown). Owing to the small number of labeled

neurons, the density of innervation in the AL was inferior

to those in the other two lines. Similar to NP2426-GAL4,

additional strong arborizations occurred in the adjacent

SOG (Fig. 2C).

We also tested the neurotransmitter identity of the

ALNs revealed by 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80 (Fig. 2D–G),

TABLE 1.

Primary Antibodies Used

Antibody Animal

Working

dilution Immunogen Source

Anti-GFP Rabbit 1:1,000 Purified green fluorescent protein (GFP), a 27-kDa protein
derived from the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria

Molecular Probes,
A6455

Anti-GFP Sheep 1:1,000 Purified green fluorescent protein (GFP), a 27-kDa protein
derived from the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria

Serotec,
4745-1051

Anti-DLG Mouse 1:20 Smal-EcoRV fragment that includes the second PDZ domain
of DLG fused to GST (Amino acid range of the PDZ domain:
PGSRYASTNVLAAVPPGTPRAVSTEDITREPRTITIQKGPQGL
GFNIVGGEDGQGIYVSFILAGGPADLGSELKRGDQLLSVNNVN
LTHATHEEAAQALKTSGGVVTLLAQYRPEEYNRFEARIQELKQ
QAALGAGGSGTLLRTTQKRSLYVRALFDYDPNRDDGLPSRGLP FKHGDI)

4F3, DSHB

Anti-ChAT Mouse 1:00 80-kDa Drosophila ChAT protein 4B1, DSHB
Anti-CD8 Rat 1:00 a -Chain of mouse CD8 protein Caltag, RM2200
Anti-GABA Rabbit 1:00 GABA conjugated with BSA Sigma, A2052
Anti-CD2 Mouse 1:100 Activated rat T-helper cell homogenate Serotec, MCA154R
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NP2426-GAL4 (Fig. 2H–K), and NP3056-GAL4 (Fig. 2L–

O). Compatible with a previous report using NP2426-

GAL4 (Asahina et al., 2009), anti-GABA immunocyto-

chemistry revealed overlap with most of these neurons

(Fig. 2F,J,N), except for rare dorsolateral neurons (Fig.

2H,I,J). In contrast, in none of the three strains did any of

the ALNs coincide with anti-ChAT staining (Fig. 2G,K,O).

Two clusters of ALNs comprising six to eight neurons in

total, located ventrolateral and dorsolateral of the AL,

were visualized by NP2426-GAL4 already in the first larval

instar (four ALs analyzed) (Fig. 3A). Their numbers

remained constant through the second larval instar (n ¼
4) (Fig. 3B), feeding third instar (n¼ 5) (Fig. 3C), and wan-

dering third instar (n ¼ 9) (Fig. 3D). However, the density

of innervation of the AL and the adjacent SOG appeared

to increase during this period. Taken together, these data

suggest that the NP2426-positive ALNs are of embryonic

origin. However, whether the innervation patterns of indi-

vidual neurons are related to their birthdates remains

unknown.

Types of interneurons innervating the larval
antennal lobe
To better characterize the ALNs, we generated flp-out

clones in the three selected GAL4 lines. In general, most

of the ALNs show a surprising degree of variability in their

innervation patterns, making a transparent classification

difficult. Therefore we have chosen a restrictive approach

for the categorization of ALNs, which is based mainly on

cell cluster origin, major differences in AL innervation,

and the presence or absence of SOG and MB innervation,

criteria that are unambiguous. Differences in SOG inner-

vation patterns were not taken into account due to their

extreme variability. Our approach thus allows for a dis-

tinction of different ALN types and subtypes. The

Figure 1. A–L: Expression patterns of 11 GAL4 lines displaying neurons of the larval AL. In lines whose expression pattern includes only a

few neurons, a ventrolateral cluster of cell bodies (arrows) can be distinguished from a dorsolateral cluster (asterisks). For more details,

see text. A: Orientation of the AL with respect to the SOG and the position of the two cell body clusters. Green, anti-green fluorescent

protein (GFP) staining; magenta, anti-Discs Large (anti-DLG) staining. Panels represent Z-projections comprising 9–28 confocal planes.

Scale bar ¼ 10 lm in A–L.ht
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Figure 2. Patterns and neurotransmitter properties of neurons in the larval AL as revealed by three selected GAL4 lines. A: 189Y-GAL4;

mb247-GAL80 labels AL neurons (ALNs) whose cell bodies are located ventrolateral of the AL (thin arrows). B: NP2426-GAL4 displays two

clusters of ALNs, ventrolateral (thin arrow) and dorsolateral (bold arrow) of the AL. In both lines ALNs densely innervate the AL and send

extra processes into the adjacent SOG (asterisks), especially in NP2426-GAL4. C: NP3056-GAL4 also displays ventrolateral ALNs (thin

arrow) and dorsolateral ALNs (bold arrow). Innervation appears sparse in the AL but prominent in the adjacent SOG (asterisk). D,H,L: com-

bined anti-GABA staining (blue) and anti-ChAT staining (red) in 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80 (D), NP2426-GAL4 (E), and NP3056-GAL4 (F).

E,I,M: GFP expression. F,J,N: Anti-GABA staining. G,K,O: Anti-ChAT staining. Anti-GABA immunocytochemistry overlaps with most of the

neurons revealed by the three lines (F,J,N, arrows), except for rare dorsolateral neurons in NP2426-GAL4 (I,J; asterisks). In none of the

strains do any of the ALNs coincide with anti-ChAT staining (G,K,O). A–D,H,L: anti-GFP staining (green). A–C: Anti-DLG staining (magenta).

Panels represent Z-projections comprising 10–32 confocal planes. In all panels, dorsal is on top and lateral to the left. Scale bar ¼ 10 lm
in A–C, D (applies to D–G), H (applies to H–K), and L (applies to L–O).
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subtypes we describe show considerable variation for

certain pattern elements such as the innervation of dis-

tinct AL glomeruli. Additional subdivisions thus remain

theoretically possible, but are unlikely given the restricted

numbers of neurons in the larva. For a detailed overview,

see also Table 2.

Neurons were identified in single-cell or two-cell

clones. Two related but surprisingly variable neuronal

morphologies collectively termed type 1 ALNs were

revealed by clones of 189Y-GAL4 and NP2426-GAL4.

From 36 ALNs studied in 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80 and

40 ALNs analyzed in NP2426-GAL4 (Fig. 4), 26 neurons

termed subtype 1A ALNs established arborizations exclu-

sively in the AL (Fig. 4A,B). The remaining 21 subtype 1B

ALNs showed an extra innervation in the adjacent SOG

that was either weak (n ¼ 13) or more prominent (n ¼ 8)

(Fig. 4C,D). Therefore type 1 ALNs fall into subtypes A

and B based on the absence or presence of SOG innerva-

tion, respectively. The patterns of SOG arborization were

very variable, with scattered arbors occasionally

approaching the midline. The fact that many intensely

stained ALNs did not display any trace of an SOG projec-

tion suggests that subtype 1A morphology is real rather

than being due to incomplete reporter expression. The

large majority of ALNs innervated the AL homogeneously,

Figure 3. A–D: The two clusters of ALNs visualized by NP2426-

GAL4 remained constant from first larval instar (A) through second

larval instar (B), and feeding and wandering third larval instar (C and

D, respectively). Green, anti-GFP staining; magenta, anti-DLG stain-

ing. Panels represent Z-projections comprising 8–21 confocal

planes. Dorsal is on top, lateral to the left. Scale bar¼ 10 lm in A–D.

TABLE 2.

Summary of the Different Types of Antennal Lobe Neurons

Cell type

and subtype AL innervation1 Cell cluster1 SOG and MB innervation2 GAL4 line

No. of

hits

Type 1
Type 1A Homogenous innervation of the AL,

sometimes less intense in the medial half
Ventrolateral
cluster

No 189y GAL4,
NP2426

26

Type 1B Homogenous innervation of the AL,
sometimes less intense in the medial half

Ventrolateral
cluster

Variable SOG innervation
ranging from weak
to widespread

189y GAL4,
NP2426

21

Type 2
Type 2A Sparse AL innervation restricted to

interglomerular spaces
Ventrolateral
cluster

Massive SOG innervation NP2426 8

Type 2B Sparse AL innervation restricted to
interglomerular spaces of a small medial area

Ventrolateral
cluster

Massive SOG innervation NP3056 3

Type 3 Dense innervation of the lateral AL half Dorsolateral
cluster

Few extra arbors in SOG NP2426 4

Type 4 Sparse innervation of the posterior AL half Dorsolateral
cluster

Massive SOG innervation NP2426,
NP 3056

7

Type 5
Type 5A Dense and homogeneous innervation

of the ventromedial half
Dorsolateral
cluster

Massive SOG innervation NP2426 14

Type 5B Dense and homogeneous innervation
of the ventromedial half

Dorsolateral
cluster

Massive SOG and MB
lobe innervation

NP2426 3

Type 5C3 Dense and homogeneous innervation
of the ventromedial half

Dorsolateral
cluster

Massive SOG and MB
lateral appendix
innervation

NP2426 1

Abbreviations: AL, antennal lobe; SOG, suboesophageal ganglion; MB, mushroom body.
1AL innervation and cell cluster origin were used as criteria to distinguish different cell types.
2SOG innervation patterns do not allow for a classification due to variability. Classification was only possible for type 1, based on the absence or

presence of SOG innervation in subtypes 1A and 1B.
3As we found only one clone for this subtype, it may also belong to type 5B.
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ostensibly covering all of its glomeruli with similar den-

sity. Exceptionally, branching tended to be less intense in

the medial half of the AL (Fig. 4C) or some glomeruli

received slightly stronger innervation (not shown), but

whether these patterns were genuine or due to unequal

reporter expression remains an open question.

For 31 type 1 ALNs, the primary process extending

from the cell body split up into secondary processes im-

mediately upon reaching the AL neuropil at the ventrolat-

eral edge (Fig. 4B). In the remaining 16 cases, the primary

process extended laterally around the AL neuropil before

establishing secondary processes in the dorsolateral

quadrant of the AL (Fig. 4E). The secondary processes

passed essentially via interglomerular spaces (Fig.

4G,H,K–M) before sending tightly branched tertiary proc-

esses into the glomeruli proper (Fig. 4I,J,N–P). The cell

bodies of 12 type 1 ALNs were located close to the AL

neuropil (Fig. 4A), and those of the remaining 35 type 1

ALNs were at some distance (Fig. 4B). These proportions

reflect the cell body positions known from the total pat-

tern of 189Y-GAL4 (cf. Fig. 2A). The position was not cor-

related with either the trajectory of the primary process

Figure 4. Cellular anatomy of type 1 ALNs displayed in flp-out clones of 189Y-GAL4; mb247GAL80, and NP2426-GAL4. A–D: Subtype 1A

ALNs restrict their arbors to the AL (A,B), whereas subtype 1B ALNs establish an extra innervation in the adjacent SOG (C,D; arrows). In

general, the AL is homogeneously innervated (A–D), but, exceptionally, branching is less dense in its medial half (C; asterisk). The cell

body fiber of both subtypes either enters the AL straight after reaching the ventrolateral corner of the AL (B; arrow) or loops along its lat-

eral edge before branching (E,F; arrows). Secondary processes pass essentially via interglomerular spaces (G,H; arrows) before sending

tightly branched tertiary processes into the glomeruli proper (I,J). E–J: Different single-cell clones. K–M: Higher magnification of secondary

processes (arrows) in the interglomerular spaces. L,M: Only the anti-GFP or anti-DLG staining, respectively. N–P: Higher magnification of

tertiary processes innervating AL glomeruli (arrows). O,P: Only the anti-GFP or anti-DLG staining, respectively. Green, anti-GFP staining; ma-

genta, anti-DLG staining. Panels represent Z-projections comprising 3–10 confocal planes (single planes in G,H). Dorsal is on top and lat-

eral to the left. Scale bar ¼ 10 lm in A (applies to A-J; K-M and N-P show higher magnifications of H and J, respectively).
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or with the presence or absence of an extra SOG

innervation.

Hence, subtype 1A and 1B ALNs share cell body posi-

tion and arborization patterns in the AL, but differ,

respectively, in the absence or presence of an extra inner-

vation in the SOG. The lack of correlation between cell

body position and SOG innervation and the variable arbo-

rization patterns in the SOG suggest that the establish-

ment and the extent of this extra innervation may not be

strictly programmed.

The 40 ALNs analyzed in NP2426-GAL4 clones and an

additional 10 single-cell clones in NP3056-GAL4 revealed

another seven anatomically distinct subtypes of ALNs.

Type 2 ALNs (n ¼ 11), which also had their cell body in

the ventrolateral cluster, were characteristic for sparse

branching in the AL but massive innervation of the SOG.

Subtype 2A ALNs (n ¼ 8) (Fig. 5A–D) displayed a small

number of stout, prominent processes in the AL that

extended via interglomerular spaces (Fig. 5A,B). Despite

robust reporter expression, discrete side branches into

the glomeruli proper were not observed. We also note

that these ALNs innervated mostly the posterior half of

the AL (Fig. 5D). In subtype 2B ALNs (n ¼ 3), the primary

process extended straight through the AL neuropil and

established arborizations exclusively in a small medial

area of the AL adjacent to the SOG (Fig. 5E,F). Both sub-

type 2A and 2B ALNs were characteristic for massive,

highly variable arbors in broad areas of the SOG, up to

the midline (Fig. 5A–F).

In contrast to type 1 and 2 ALNs, the cell bodies of

type 3 ALNs (n ¼ 4) belonged to the dorsolateral cluster

(Fig. 6A,B). These neurons densely innervated the lateral

half of the AL (largely bypassing the medial half) (Fig.

6B,C) and established a few extra arbors in the adjacent

SOG (Fig. 6A,B).

Type 4 ALNs also had a dorsolateral cell body (Fig.

6D,E), but, similar to subtype 2A ALNs, branching in the

AL was sparse (Fig. 6E) but stronger in its posterior half

(Fig. 6F), and the innervation of the SOG was massive

(Fig. 6D,F).

Type 5 ALNs (n ¼ 17) showed three major characteris-

tics. First, their cell bodies belonged to the dorsolateral

cluster (Fig. 7A–D,F,G,I,J). Second, their primary process

was thicker than in other ALN classes; it generally

entered the AL neuropil at an anteroventral position and

often split initially into two thick secondary processes

(Fig. 7A–C). Third, arborizations covered mostly the ven-

tromedial half of the AL neuropil, leaving the dorsolateral

half empty (Fig. 7A–G,J). Given that this pattern was

strong and similar in all clones, the lack of innervation of

the dorsolateral half is unlikely to be an artifact. In four

cases, a particular glomerulus in the posterior half, called

1a (Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2009), appeared more

densely innervated than other glomeruli (Fig. 7E). In con-

trast to class 2 ALNs, the AL innervation of type 5 ALNs

was dense and homogeneous, with secondary processes

extending largely via interglomerular spaces and tertiary

processes terminating in the glomeruli. However, similar

to class 2 ALNs, parallel processes passed into the SOG

and established prominent arborizations over a wide but

variable area up to the midline and sometimes even

beyond (Fig. 7C–F,H).

Type 5 ALNs fall into three subtypes: subtype 5A ALNs

(n ¼ 14) are characterized exclusively by the features

mentioned above. Subtype 5B ALNs (n ¼ 3) displayed the

Figure 5. Type 2 ALNs revealed in flp-out clones of NP2426-

GAL4 (A–D) and NP3056-GAL4 (E,F) belong to the ventrolateral

cluster. A–D: Subtype 2A ALNs innervate the AL via a few promi-

nent secondary processes (A,B; thin arrows), which sparsely

branch in glomeruli. The anterior half of the AL (A,B) is often less

densely covered than the posterior half (C,D). E,F: Subtype 2B

ALNs innervate exclusively a small medial area of the AL adjacent

to the SOG (thin arrows). Both subtype 2A and 2B ALNs establish

massive, variable arborization patterns in the SOG (A–F; bold

arrows) frequently up to the midline (C–F; asterisks). Green, anti-

GFP staining; magenta, anti-DLG staining. Panels represent Z-pro-

jections comprising 6–29 confocal planes. Dorsal is on top and

lateral to the left. Scale bar ¼ 10 lm in A (applies to A–F).
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same patterns in the AL and SOG (Fig. 7G–I) but sent an

axon via a pathway extending lateral of the antennocere-

bral tract toward a prominent subregion of the mushroom

bodies called the lateral appendix (Pauls et al., 2010b)

(Fig. 7I). This axon established terminal arborizations

medial to the lateral appendix and then split into two

branches that formed additional terminals around the

base of the mushroom body vertical lobe (Fig. 7I). A

related type of neuron (n ¼ 1), termed subtype 5C ALN

(Fig. 7J,K), was almost identical to 5B ALNs, except for

the axon extending into the mushroom body area. Instead

of staying outside the lateral appendix, this process

established terminals right inside this structure (Fig. 7K).

In addition, the two terminal branches did not end at the

base of the vertical lobe but climbed to its top before

establishing terminals (not shown). However, it remains

possible that 5B ALNs represent an incompletely

expressed version of 5C ALNs. Nevertheless, subtype 5C

ALNs are intriguing because they interconnect primary

olfactory and gustatory target regions with the mushroom

bodies, three major areas implicated in chemosensory

learning.

Putative direction of signal transfer in
antennal lobe neurons
To elucidate likely input/output relations of ALNs in

the AL and SOG, we crossed UAS-Dscam17.1-GFP,

described as a putative postsynaptic marker (Wang et al.,

2004a; Selcho et al., 2009) and UAS-nsyb-GFP, an estab-

lished presynaptic marker (Ito et al., 1998; Selcho et al.,

2009), with the three selected ALN GAL4 drivers. Each of

these strains exhibited both massive Dscam17.1 expres-

sion (Fig. 8A–C) and nsyb expression (Fig. 8D–F) in the

AL. Regarding SOG processes, Dscam17.1 expression

was obvious in 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80 (Fig. 8A) and

in NP3056-GAL4 (Fig. 8C). Despite strong Dscam expres-

sion of NP2426-GAL4 in the AL, there were only weak

traces of such label in the SOG (Fig. 8B). In contrast, in all

three lines, nsyb expression was evident in the SOG, in a

Figure 6. Type 3 ALNs (A–C) and type 4 ALNs (D–F). A–C: Type 3 ALNs shown in flp-out clones of NP2426-GAL4 are part of the dorsolat-

eral cluster. They densely innervate the lateral half of the AL (B,C; asterisks) and establish extra arbors in the adjacent SOG (A,B; bold

arrows). D–F: Type 4 ALNs also have a dorsolateral cell body (D,E), but branching in the AL is sparse and stronger in its posterior half (cf.

E and F) and innervation of the SOG is massive (D,F; bold arrows). E,F: Different focal planes of the same single-cell clone. Green, anti-

GFP staining; magenta, anti-DLG staining. Panels represent Z-projections comprising 4–23 confocal planes. Dorsal is on top and lateral to

the left. Scale bar ¼ 10 lm in A (applies to A–F).
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Figure 7. Type 5 ALNs displayed by flp-out clones of NP2426-GAL4 belong to the dorsolateral cluster (A–D,F,G,I,J). A–F: Subtype 5A ALNs

have a thick primary process that enters the AL at an anteroventral position and often initially splits into two secondary processes (A–C;

thin arrows). Arborizations cover exclusively the ventromedial half of the AL (A–F). Occasionally, glomerulus Or1a receives a particularly

dense innervation (E; asterisk). Parallel processes pass from the AL into the SOG and establish prominent but variable arborizations up to

the midline (C–F; bold arrows). G–I: Subtype 5B ALNs establish arbors in the AL and SOG (H,I), similar to 5A ALNs, but in addition send

an axon toward the lateral appendix of the MBs (I; thin arrow). Its terminals are located medial to the lateral appendix and around the

base of the MB vertical lobe (I; bold arrow). J,K: Subtype 5C ALNs are almost identical to subtype 5B, except that the axon extending into

the MB area forms terminals inside the lateral appendix (K; asterisk). Green, anti-GFP staining; magenta, anti-DLG staining. Panels repre-

sent Z-projections comprising 5–40 confocal planes Dorsal is on top and lateral to the left Scale bar ¼ 10 lm in A (applies to A–K)
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Figure 8. Likely synaptic input and output relations of ALNs in the AL and SOG (A–F) and overlap with Gr66a gustatory terminals (G,H)

and hugin neurons (I,J) in the SOG. A,D,G,I: 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80. B,E,H,J: NP2426-GAL4. C,F: NP3056-GAL4. Demonstration of puta-

tive postsynaptic sites by UAS-Dscam17.1::GFP expression (A–C; green) and of putative presynaptic sites by UAS-nsyb::GFP expression

(D–F; green). Arrows in A–J refer to expression in the SOG. G,H: Terminals of ALNs (magenta) and gustatory receptor neurons (green) in

close proximity within the SOG (arrows). I,J: Processes of ALNs (magenta) and hugin neurons (green) in close neighborhood within the

SOG (arrows). Panels represent Z-projections comprising 5–30 confocal planes. Magenta in A–F, anti-DLG staining. Dorsal is on top and

ral to the left. Scale bar ¼ 10 lm in A (applies to A–C), D (applies to D–F), G (applies to G,H), and I (applies to I,J).
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pattern compatible with the anatomy of the ALN projec-

tions revealed by each of them (Fig. 8D–F). In conclusion,

we suggest that the ALNs labeled by the three lines ex-

hibit both input and output sites in the AL and in their

SOG projections, except for NP2426 ALNs, which appear

to have less input in the SOG.

We then analyzed possible overlap of ALN processes in

the SOG with the terminals of gustatory neurons respond-

ing to bitter taste, as visualized by Gr66a::GFP (Thorne

et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004b). As Gr66a is tagged by

GFP, we drove UAS-CD2 by the different GAL4 lines for

analyzing the GAL4 expression pattern (the same is also

true in the following when using hugin::YFP). Although

CD2 expression of the 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80 and

NP2426 driver lines was weaker than its Cam expression

(Fig. 2A–C), ALN processes in the SOG were seen in close

neighborhood to terminals of gustatory receptor neurons

(Fig. 8G,H). Finally, we checked for overlap of ALN proc-

esses with neurons expressing the Hugin neuropeptide,

cells that play crucial roles in feeding behavior (Melcher

and Pankratz, 2005). As shown in Figure 8I,J, hugin neu-

rons and ALNs of the two driver lines have terminal proc-

esses located in close proximity. Taken together, the data

indicate that larval ALNs may integrate olfactory cues

with gustatory information as they are potentially associ-

ated with gustatory neurons and a neuronal circuit

related to feeding. Our data are restricted to the two

driver lines 189Y-GAL4; mb247-GAL80 and NP2426, as

NP3056 only weakly expresses in two ALNs and was not

reliably detected by the anti-CD2. Such a detection level

problem was not seen when anti-GFP was used.

Types of projection neurons innnervating the
larval antennal lobe
The different subtypes of uniglomerular PNs and their

connectivity with individual calyx glomeruli have been an-

alyzed in detail (Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2009). The tool

used for this study was the PN line GH146-GAL4 (Stocker

et al., 1997; Heimbeck et al., 2001), which covers all AL

glomeruli except 67b and 74a (Masuda-Nakagawa et al.,

2009). As shown by four independent flp-out prepara-

tions, the expression pattern of NP2426-GAL4 included a

PN that specifically innervated glomerulus 67b (data not

shown). The cell body of this neuron was located at the

ventrolateral edge of the AL (data not shown), and its neu-

rite extended through the inner antennocereberal tract

(iACT; data not shown). Similar to other uniglomerular

PNs, its dendritic arborizations covered a slightly larger

area than the terminals of the corresponding olfactory re-

ceptor neuron 67b. As suggested by two flp-outs, the out-

put area of the 67b PN in the MB calyx corresponds to

one of the vacant calyx glomeruli of the GH146-based

map (Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2009), termed A2

(Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2010) (data not shown). Com-

parable to GH146 PNs, an extra process of the 67b PN

extended from the calyx into the lateral horn to establish

a second terminal field (data not shown). A PN comprising

spatially restricted dendritic arbors in the lateral area of

the AL and an axon extending through the iACT was visi-

ble already in the first instar larva (data now shown).

At low frequencies (n ¼ 15), flp-out clones in GH146-

GAL4 revealed the presence of PNs whose dendritic

arbors occupied areas that visibly exceeded the size of

individual glomeruli (Fig. 9A–F). They were often found in

the lateral half of the AL (Fig. 9A–D). For example, the PN

shown in Figure 9A covered at least glomeruli 30a, 45b,

63a, and 94b. The precise areas filled by these wide-field

Figure 9. Wide-field PNs revealed by flp-out clones of GH146-

GAL4. The areas of the AL covered by the dendritic arborizations

largely exceed the size of individual glomeruli. A,B,F: Single-cell

flp-outs. D,E: A second, uniglomerular PN (white asterisks) whose

arborization region (black asterisk) is distinct from the wide-field

PN. C: Includes the axons of immature, adult-specific PNs (bold

arrow) that do not innervate the larval AL. Green, anti-GFP stain-

ing; magenta, anti-DLG staining. Panels represent Z-projections

comprising 6–18 confocal planes. Dorsal is on top and lateral to

the left. Scale bar ¼ 10 lm in A (applies to A–F).
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PNs were extremely variable, i.e., none of the dendritic

patterns of the 15 neurons identified were in fact identi-

cal. Moreover, none of the dendritic arbors appeared to

respect glomerular borders. Given that GH146-GAL4

labels about 22 PNs, 19 of which are of the uniglomerular

type (Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2009), only three extra

types are left. The fact that many more than three pat-

terns occurred suggests that wide-field PNs differ across

larvae.

DISCUSSION

ORNs and the majority of PNs restrict their arbors in

the AL to single glomeruli and thus establish the conspic-

uous ‘‘vertical’’ circuitry of the olfactory pathway. Based

on this straightforward design, much information has

been collected in the past few years about the connectiv-

ity and functional role of these two cell types, in both

adult and larval Drosophila. Local interneurons of the AL,

which provide ‘‘horizontal’’ connections, were also known

for a long time, although their role in odor processing was

initially underestimated (Ng et al., 2002; Wang et al.,

2003). However, recent electrophysiological studies pro-

vided evidence of significant integration of odor informa-

tion by local interneurons in the adult AL (Wilson et al.,

2004; Wilson and Laurent, 2005; Bhandawat et al., 2007;

Olsen et al., 2007; Olsen and Wilson, 2008). However,

given the presence of inhibitory and excitatory cell types

and of a wide variety of anatomical types (Das et al.,

2008; Chou et al., 2010), a generalized concept of the

functional role of local interneurons is still hard to obtain.

Here we focus on the larval olfactory circuit, which shares

the design of the adult circuit but includes 10–100 times

fewer neurons (Masuda-Nakagawa et al., 2005, 2009;

Ramaekers et al., 2005). We provide evidence that the

horizontal connectivity in the larval AL differs largely from

its adult counterpart, unlike the vertical circuitry, which is

conserved between the adult and larval olfactory

pathway.

Cell types and wiring variability in the larval
antennal lobe
Surprisingly, only one of the nine anatomical subtypes

of ALNs we describe (1A) is restricted to the AL neuropil

and hence meets the definition of an olfactory local inter-

neuron. In contrast, the eight remaining subtypes

branch—in addition to the AL—in the SOG, either adjacent

to the AL or in a larger area up to the midline or even

beyond. The assignment of ALNs to one of the five

classes is straightforward, based on cell body position,

morphology of the primary processes, density, and pat-

tern of arborization in the AL and/or SOG and/or MB.

Apart from these characteristics, we also observe vari-

ability at the finer level of arborizations, which could

reflect either incomplete reporter expression or true vari-

ability within cellular subtypes or even across larvae. Fur-

thermore, the low number of identified clones for some

subtypes of ALNs (subtype 2B, type 3, subtypes 5B and

5C) might limit our approach. Supporting the variability

argument are the patterns of type 2 ALNs in the AL and

of type 2, 4, and 5 ALNs in the SOG.

In both the AL and SOG, the numbers and trajectories

of major processes differ considerably. For example, type

5 ALNs may send either a single, profusely branching pro-

cess from the AL to the SOG or up to a dozen parallel, rel-

atively unbranched processes. These observations are

hard to explain as an artifact. A good argument in favor of

variability is provided by the fact that the different ALN

morphologies observed, especially in the SOG, largely

exceed the numbers of neurons labeled by the GAL4 driv-

ers used. However, the possibility should not be excluded

that the larval AL consists of ALNs to a greater extent

than suggested by our approach, and therefore variation

might be overestimated.

Even stronger evidence of wiring variability is demon-

strated by the dendritic arborizations of wide-field PNs

visualized in rare flp-outs of GH146-GAL4. This is quite re-

markable because GH146-GAL4 labels about 22 PNs, 19

of which are of the uniglomerular type (Masuda-Naka-

gawa et al., 2009). This leaves only three extra types of

PNs, i.e., much less than the observed wide-field pat-

terns. Hence, we hypothesize that the morphology of

wide-field PNs varies across larvae (Fig. 10B). However,

we are not able to predict how completely the given data

support this variation.

Origin of larval antennal lobe neurons
Our data suggest that ALNs are of embryonic rather

than larval origin (Fig. 3). Whereas the developmental

mechanisms that give rise to ORN and PN circuitry have

been studied in great detail in Drosophila, only a few stud-

ies refer to the development of LNs or ALNs (Komiyama

and Luo 2006; Jefferis and Hummel 2006; Rodriguez and

Hummel, 2008; Das et al., 2008). For instance, intrinsic

transcription factors as well as gradients of axon guid-

ance molecules have been shown to control adult PN tar-

geting, which is prespecified by lineage identity (deriving

from an anterodorsal, a lateral, and a ventral neuroblast)

and birth order (Jefferis et al., 2001; Komiyama et al.,

2003; Spletter et al., 2007). Adult LNs arise throughout

the proliferative cycle of the lateral neuroblast that begins

in the embryo, whereas uniglomerular projection neurons

arise later during the second larval instar (Das et al.,

2008). Moreover, the lateral neuroblast requires the func-

tion of the cephalic gap gene empty spiracles for the de-

velopment of olfactory interneurons (Das et al., 2008).
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Based on our description, it will now be possible to study

the birth order and molecular factors underlying ALN de-

velopment in detail.

Variability as a principle of insect
brain organization
A number of recent reports indeed challenge the classi-

cal view that insect brain circuits are entirely or at least

predominantly stereotyped. Interestingly, whereas the

terminal arborization patterns of PNs in the lateral horn of

adult Drosophila are quite stereotyped, the connectivity

of the same neurons in the MB calyx shows a consider-

able degree of topographic and functional variability

(Marin et al., 2002; WoNg et al., 2002; Jefferis et al.,

2007; Murthy et al., 2008). More importantly, a system-

atic screen of local interneurons in the adult AL revealed

unexpected cell type diversity and wiring variability of

these neurons (Chou et al., 2010). In fact, from a total of

131 single cells analyzed in a GAL4 line that labels no

more than seven neurons, 76 distinct glomerular innerva-

tion patterns were observed, suggesting that local inter-

neurons are highly variable across individual flies. Our

own observations extend this notion to the larval olfactory

pathway by adding two pieces of evidence: the branching

variability of types 2, 4, and 5 ALNs in the AL and/or SOG

and the erratic, nonclassifiable dendritic arborization pat-

terns of wide-field PNs (Fig. 10B). Based on their detailed

experimental approaches, Chou and co-workers (2010)

proposed that primary features of neurons (commonly

called ‘‘cell types’’ or ‘‘subtypes’’) may be genetically pre-

specified, whereas branching variability at more subtle

levels may be due to cell-cell interactions during develop-

ment or to neuronal activity and plasticity.

In any case, wiring variability appears to emerge as a

second principle of insect brain organization, in parallel

with stereotypy (Fig. 10A; Cachero and Jefferis, 2008).

Consequently, the general significance of circuit models

Figure 10. The larval olfactory system consists of hardwired components that do not differ between individuals. A: Olfactory receptor neu-

rons, type 1A antennal lobe neurons, and uniglomerular projection neurons. B: In contrast, wide-field projection neurons and type 1B-5A

antennal lobe neurons vary between different larvae. Therefore wiring variability may be another principle of insect brain organization, in

parallel with stereotypy.
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established from single or even a few individuals may be

questionable. Also, variable connectivity should be taken

into account in models of brain function, which so far

were almost exclusively based on stereotypic connectiv-

ity. An imminent question is how differently wired brains

accomplish common functions, such as translating sen-

sory inputs into the same behavioral output. As one of

the few suggestions addressing this issue, tiling of the

entire adult AL by ‘‘patchy’’ local interneurons was sug-

gested to be sufficient for proper signal processing, even

if the patterns of tiling differ across flies (Chou et al.,

2010). However, how different patterns of signal transfer

in different brains are translated into a common function

remains a mystery.

Functional considerations
What do our anatomical data suggest in terms of AL

function? We show that a-GABA staining overlaps with

some of the neurons labeled by NP2426-GAL4 and

NP3056-GAL4, extending previous findings with 189Y-

GAL4 (Python and Stocker, 2002b). This suggests an in-

hibitory function of these neurons. In contrast, our

attempt at identifying an excitatory, cholinergic class of

ALNs similar to the adult AL (Olsen et al., 2007; Root

et al., 2007; Shang et al., 2007) remained inconclusive,

although cholinergic local interneurons were reported in

the AL of first instar larvae (L. Prieto Godino, Cambridge

UK, personal communication).

The arborization patterns of most types of ALNs we

describe differ considerably within the AL, which may be

related to specific aspects of odor processing. Type 1

ALNs share the AL innervation pattern of adult panglo-

merular local interneurons (Chou et al., 2010), suggesting

similar functional properties. In contrast, type, 2, 3, 4,

and 5 ALNs branch predominantly or exclusively in subre-

gions of the AL, such as the posterior half in subtype 2A

and type 4 ALNs, the lateral half in type 3 ALNs, the ven-

tromedial half in type 5 ALNs, or a tiny medial AL region

in subtype 2B ALNs. In this context we also note the often

prominent innervation of glomerulus 1a, a putative target

of aromatic odors (Asahina et al., 2009), by subtype 5A

ALNs. Tentative mapping of larval odor ligands (Kreher

et al., 2008; Asahina et al., 2009) in the AL suggested

spatial heterogeneity of odor representation, for example,

a clustering of glomeruli that potentially respond to aro-

matics in the lateral half of the AL (Masuda-Nakagawa

et al., 2009). Links between heterogeneous ALN arboriza-

tion patterns and the glomerular odor map are to be

expected.

Perhaps the most intriguing issue regarding structure-

function relationships refers to the role of ALNs that inter-

connect the AL with the SOG, especially types 2, 3, 4,

and 5 ALNs. Do the SOG arborizations of these neurons

represent input or output sites, or both? Do they establish

direct synaptic connectivity with taste afferents (Colomb

et al., 2007) or with hugin cells, i.e., putative gustatory

interneurons involved in feeding control (Melcher and

Pankratz, 2005; Bader et al., 2007)? The broad areas of

gustatory terminals and hugin neuron branches in the

SOG indeed render such connectivity possible. However,

for an unequivocal demonstration of direct synapses,

more sophisticated approaches such as electron micros-

copy or GRASP (GFP reconstitution across synaptic part-

ners; Gordon and Scott, 2009) would be required. Con-

vergence of taste and odor circuits, wherever they occur

in the brain, provides the anatomical substrate of taste-

reinforced olfactory learning, skills that have been dem-

onstrated for adults as well as larvae (Thum et al., 2007;

Selcho et al., 2009; Pauls et al., 2010a,b; for review, see

Gerber et al., 2009). Accordingly, ALNs connecting the

SOG and AL would represent ascending neurons that are

involved in signal transfer toward higher olfactory cen-

ters. Neurons particularly suited for such function appear

to be subtype 5C ALNs, which relay the three major brain

regions implicated in chemosensory learning, i.e., SOG,

AL, and MB. Alternatively, such neurons could be involved

in feedback from the MB toward the AL and SOG. Indeed,

functional evidence for descending neurons, although

anatomically distinct, was provided for the adult olfactory

circuit (Hu et al., 2010).

Evolutionary links of circuit differences in
the adult and larval antennal lobe
Our data suggest that the patterns of horizontal con-

nectivity are less well conserved between adult and larval

ALs than the vertical circuitry provided by ORNs and PNs

(Fig. 10). In fact, only subtype 1A ALNs have their homo-

logs in the adult AL (Das et al., 2008; Chou et al., 2010).

Moreover, for most of the adult categories of local inter-

neurons, including bilateral types, we were unable to

identify larval equivalents. However, types of ALNs other

than those described here may be revealed by using addi-

tional suitable GAL4 lines.

The most striking feature in the larval AL circuitry is the

connectivity between the AL and the SOG that is provided

by eight of the nine ALN subtypes. This implies special

links in larvae between the two chemical senses smell

and taste. This notion is supported by a number of other

observations:

1. Whereas olfactory and gustatory sensilla in adults

are strictly separated on different appendages, they

are closely associated in the larval dorsal organ.

2. In terms of cell numbers, gustation dominates olfac-

tion in larvae: they comprise an estimated 80 gusta-

tory neurons but only 21 ORNs. In adults, which
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have �300 gustatory neurons and �1,300 ORNs,

this relation is reversed.

3. Certain odorant receptors are also expressed in

larval neurons that are not involved in olfactory func-

tion, neurons that target the SOG rather than the AL

(Fishilevich et al., 2005; Kreher et al., 2005).

Do these differences in the design of adult and larval

olfactory circuits reflect major discrepancies in chemo-

sensory performance between flying and crawling stages?

Obviously, adults vitally depend on long-range chemical

signaling for food and mate recognition, whereas sub-

strate-feeding larvae do not. Also, burrowing movements

of the larva physically expose both gustatory and olfac-

tory sensilla to the substrate. It is tempting to speculate

that the relative importance of the two chemical senses

and perhaps even the extent to which they can be distin-

guished differ between the two stages. Hence, the differ-

ent patterns of connectivity in the adult and larval AL may

only represent an anatomical correlate of the different

chemosensory life styles.
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